INTRODUCTION
The development of smart wireless mobile devices has increased the need of adaptive and robust wireless images and video transmission systems. Among existing images representation standards, JPEG 2000 [1] looks like the most promising to address these issues. Actually, it proposes some interesting features such as image scalability and multiple resolutions viewing using a single encoded file. Moreover, the 11 th part of the Wireless JPEG 2000 (JPWL) standard is dedicated to defining techniques like Forward Error Correction (FEC) to protect JPEG 2000 codestreams against transmission errors in wireless systems. Hence, thanks to its features, JPEG 2000 has been selected by the Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI) for future distribution of motion pictures [2] . However, efficient transmission of JPEG 2000 codestreams over wireless channels is still posing problems, which need to be overcome. Image scalability based on dynamic available bandwidth estimation is one of those problems, which need to be addressed. In the literature, proposed image scalable systems have been implemented using a fixed available bandwidth in their considered scenarios [3] , [4] . This assumption is no longer true in wireless systems because they rely on radio waves whose characteristics depend on the transmission environment. Moreover, few of the proposed systems addressed simultaneously the bandwidth estimation problem and the issue of smoothness for JPEG 2000 codestreams scalability.
This paper addresses both issues by proposing a scalable and non aggressive wireless JPEG 2000 image and video transmission algorithm based on a dynamic bandwidth estimation tool. This work brings new and significant improvements to the wireless motion JPEG 2000 transmission system that we presented in [5] .
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The present work includes the available bandwidth estimation tool and the layer scalability unit.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview of bandwidth estimation techniques is provided and the considered bandwidth estimation scheme is presented. Section III is dedicated to the description of the scalable system along with the proposed algorithm. Finally, in Section IV the effectiveness of the proposed system is demonstrated.
II. BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION
Since adaptive bandwidth estimation is of central importance in our work, we dedicated this section to the presentation of existing dynamic bandwidth estimation schemes and we focus on the one implemented in our proposed scalable system.
A. Available Bandwidth estimation
In the literature many authors investigate classifications of the bandwidth estimation tools. In [6] , Prasad et al. define four types of bandwidth estimation tools. The first one, the Variable Packet Size technique (VPST) measures the capacity of individual hops. It uses ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol [7] ) packets to measure the RTT (Roundtrip Time). It assumes that the minimum RTT means no queuing delays. Hence queuing delays are not taken into account to estimate capacity. The result is a straight line, with a slope of 1/C. The second bandwidth estimation tool presented in [6] is the Probing Packet Pair Dispersion Technique (PPPDT), which measures the end-to-end capacity using a packet pair with the same length and rate. The capacity is found using the formula:
where out Δ is the dispersion of the packet pair at the receiver.
The third bandwidth estimation tool is the Self-loading Periodic Streams Technique (SLoPST), which measures the available bandwidth sending packet with the same length but at different rates and calculating its one way delay. The moment the delay starts to increase means the available bandwidth has been exceeded.
The last bandwidth estimation tool is the Probing Packet Pair Trains Dispersion Technique (PPPTDT), which measures the available bandwidth and the capacity of an endto-end path. It sends a train of packet pairs at gradually increasing packet rate and estimates its average dispersion rate at the receiver. The result is a curve where the slope is 1/C and the inflexion point is the available bandwidth value.
In our work we focus on a fast bandwidth estimation technique because it is more effective in tracking fast varying wireless channels like the ones considered in our scenarios.
B. Available Bandwidth estimation tool
The available bandwidth estimation tool, which is implemented in our system is called WBest (Bandwidth Estimation Tool for Wireless Networks) and is presented in [8] by M. Li and C. Chang. In their work, M. Li and C. Chang demonstrated that in wireless environments, WBest has higher accuracy and faster convergence times in comparison to existing available bandwidth estimation tools. Hence, they recommended WBest for multimedia streaming applications in wireless networks. WBest is a two steps fast converging bandwidth estimation tool. It uses the effective capacity ( e C ) to estimate the available bandwidth. It takes also into account the cross-traffic impact. In the first step the effective capacity is measured using an improved Probing Packet Pair Technique. Actually, in this technique, the median of the dispersion of the train of packet pairs sent is calculated. Then, in the second step another packet train is sent at the rate of the effective capacity in order to evaluate the real available bandwidth. This procedure avoids the additional delay, which is yielded by the incremental packet rate generated while seeking for the rate, which congests the path. In this context, the available bandwidth ( AB ) is derived as follows:
It is worth noting that during the second step, congestion is detected by analyzing the dispersion of the packet train. If the dispersion is lower than 2 / e C , it means that congestion occurs. In this case the bandwidth estimation process is cancelled because packets are queuing
The authors of this work pointed out that finding the optimal lengths of the trains used in both stages is a difficult issue, and in [8] , they propose a methodology to address this issue. Relying in their results, we derive that in our scenarios, 10 packets pairs for the first train and 30 packets for the second train is a good tradeoff, which yields sufficiently accurate bandwidth estimation results.
Once the available bandwidth is estimated in our system, the following step consists in adapting the images and video streams to the channel conditions.
III. THE SCALABLE AND ROBUST JPEG 2000 IMAGES AND VIDEO STREAMING SYSTEM
In the wireless JPEG 2000 image and video transmission systems such as the one considered in this paper (see Figure  1) , a layer based FEC rate allocation with Reed-Solomon codes (RS) is used at the encoder to protect JPEG 2000 codestreams against transmission errors. A description of the layer based FEC scheme used is available in [5] along with a detailed description of the wireless JPEG 2000 images and video transmission system considered in this work. In the present work we implement an adaptive bandwidth estimation tool and propose an additional scalability tool at the encoder, which dynamically and efficiently selects the best resolution and layer for each JPEG 2000 frame before transmission through the wireless channel. Hence, according to the estimated bandwidth, refinement layers could be added or removed from JPEG 2000 codestreams. When required, scale changes are gradual and smooth in order to guaranty a comfort in terms of visualization. We present in the following the processes, which are implemented at the encoder.
Algorithm:
Once connected, the server starts the WBest [8] process in order to obtain the initial available bandwidth. At this step the goal is to send images and video with maximum detail (highest resolution and all refinement layers) matching with the estimated bandwidth. The original resolution and number of layers of the considered video is found using an indexer like the one available in [9] .
In our work, the default number of resolutions is 6, the length and the width of the image must be a power of 2 (here 352x288), the number of layers is 3. _________________________________________________________________________________ Once the resolution and the number of layers are chosen, the server sends the video streaming to the client.
The available bandwidth estimation tool is launched every 10 frames but this frequency could be changed according to the application requirements. In our work, we evaluate the extra time yielded by different refreshment frequencies while transmitting speedway.mj2 video. We have:
Δt(refr) = 75e −0.115refr (seconds)
Where Δt and refr are respectively the extra time and the number of transmitted frames between two consecutive bandwidth estimations. We derive from this study that a refreshment of 10 frames increases less than 20% the total transmission time while guaranteeing sufficiently accurate channel tracking.
An interesting extension to this work could be to optimally adapt the frequency of the bandwidth estimation tool to the channel conditions.
The efficiency of the proposed heuristic is demonstrated using a wireless client/server video streaming application. In the following section, we present the results derived from different video streaming scenarios.
IV. RESULTS
The video streaming scenarios considered in this work are derived from wireless transmission trials used in the literature for bandwidth estimation purpose. WBest is the available bandwidth estimation tool implemented in our system.
The video sequence is speedway.mj2 [10] , which is a 352x288 motion JPEG2000 sequence constituted of 200 JPEG 2000 frames with six resolutions and three layers each.
A. Scenario 1
In the first scenario, the wireless channel considered is derived from BART tool [11] , which estimates the available bandwidth in an end-to-end path where the bottleneck is a wireless hop. It uses the Probing Packet Pair Trains Dispersion Technique and improves the system using Kalman filters to measure and track the changes.
In this scenario, we focus on the fast varying part of the estimated bandwidth. Moreover, we divide the bandwidth estimated by BART tool [11] by a parameter δ=2 in order to show that our scheme is efficient even when the wireless channel experienced harsh conditions. In Figure 3 .1.a, point (1) indicates that the estimated bandwidth is higher than the needed bandwidth, hence initial JPEG 2000 frames are transmitted. Point (2) shows that the estimated bandwidth is decreased and becomes insufficient to send original images. Hence, the algorithm maintains the resolution at the highest level (initial value) but one layer is removed from original frames as shown in Table 1 .
In Figure 3 .1.b we randomly select and present images speedway10.j2k and speedway25.j2k, which have been processed respectively on points (1) and (2). 
B. Scenario 2
The second scenario is derived from the work of Gupta et al. [11] . In their paper, their compare a passive technique that uses packets containing useful data as probing packets and the pathchirp tool, which is a general bandwidth estimation tool designed using Self-loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS).
They demonstrated that the passive tool follows more accurately the changes of the available bandwidth. Moreover, they show that saturating the network to estimate the bandwidth is not the best choice.
In this scenario, the network is a single link between two computers with two additional cross-traffics. The estimated bandwidth has been divided by δ=7 in our tests.
In Figure 3 .2.a we observe three points corresponding to different available bandwidth (AB) along with the adapted data rate. Point (1) indicates that the available bandwidth is significantly low compared to the needed bandwidth. In this case resolution is downscaled without removing a quality layer. Then point (2) shows that when the available bandwidth is increased, resolution is up-scaled while removing a quality layer. Finally, original frames are transmitted at point (3). 
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In comparison to the pathchirp tool, using the passive tool yields image quality layer downscaling at point (4) of Figure 3 .3.a instead of maintaining the transmission of unmodified original images (see Table 3 ). Hence, using pathchirp tool may lead to networks overloading. 
C. Scenario 3
In the third scenario, an 801.11-based infrastructure network is considered. The available bandwidth is estimated using a video streaming transmission SCTP congestion control protocol presented in [13] . This control protocol is based on Probing Packet Pair Dispersion technique.
In the considered scenario the server and the client are equipped with two network interfaces. They are then linked to each other by two different path using two access points (one for each path). In our work, the estimated bandwidth is divided by δ=100 in order to emulate a highly noisy wireless. Figure 3 .4.a presents the available bandwidth (AB) versus time the adapted data transmitted and the optimal decisions. Point (1) to point (11) corresponds to different channel conditions and Table 4 shows the selected scalability parameters. Due to its accuracy, the bandwidth estimation tool detects all the channel changes even non significant temporal ones. From point (7) to point (11), we notice that the lack of available bandwidth may results in 4 consecutives change of resolution, which is uncomfortable for viewers. Our algorithm overcomes this limitation by maintaining the transmitted frames parameters unmodified until the transmission environment is improved (Available bandwidth is increased). 
Speedway14.j2k
Speedway17.j2k First, the considered bandwidth estimation tool is presented. Then, the algorithm allowing JPEG 2000 codestreams adaptation to estimated available bandwidth is proposed. In this algorithm, image quality scalability is privileged in comparison to image size scalability. However, when required, smooth size scalability is processed in order to guaranty comfort during image visualization.
An interesting extension to our work is to generalize our proposed scheme to a scenario with multiple wireless clients.
